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Chapter 421: All Come Up! 

"Argh!" 

With a tragic cry, the young martial artist opposite collapsed with a loud crash! 

But this time, this martial artist did not even get to emit a tragic cry and immediately stopped breathing! 

Ye Yuan directly pulverized his opponent’s divine soul. Without a divine soul, the martial artist became a 

dead person too. 

Everyone was secretly alarmed and realized that the atmosphere seemed to have become different 

from before. 

"Next!" Ye Yuan said coldly. 

This time, the next martial artist did not jump up right away. 

Huang Wenqiu’s expression also changed. He knew that his methods had already thoroughly infuriated 

Ye Yuan. Otherwise, he would not directly deal a killing blow. 

Ye Yuan’s attacks previously all just made his opponents lose their combat ability and did not kill. 

Those martial artists only had to recuperate their divine soul for a while after going back and would be 

able to recover very quickly. 

But now that Ye Yuan was aware of this kind of despicable means, he naturally would not go easy 

anymore. 

One comes, I’ll kill one! 

Two come, I’ll kill both! 

He really wanted to see how many Sea Transformation Realm martial artists Huang Wenqiu could 

prepare to send here to die! 

At this time, Huang Wenqiu said a few words in a low voice to a servant behind. That servant received 

the order and left. 

Before long, another martial artist jumped onto the platform. 

This time, there was an uproar below the stage! 

Fourth Level Sea Transformation! 

A heavyweight class martial artist finally went up! 

Up to this point, Ye Yuan had a manner of sweeping clean all along. Everyone did not know where his 

limits lied. 

And Third Level Sea Transformation Realm martial artists simply could not feel out Ye Yuan’s limits. 
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Fourth Level Sea Transformation Realm. Regardless whether it was essence energy realm or soul force 

realm, it all went up an entire step! 

Nothing more suited to use for testing Ye Yuan’s limits. 

Seeing the arrival, Ye Yuan flashed a grin and said, "Finally sent a decent one up. But . . . you’re still too 

weak!" 

The arrival said in a great rage, "Don’t belittle others! Clear my round first before talking!" 

This martial artist was naturally also aware of Ye Yuan’s prowess and did not let out any boasting. 

Up until now, Ye Yuan only used one move against everyone! 

One had to know that among these people, regardless of whether it was essence energy realm or divine 

soul realm, they were all much higher than Ye Yuan! 

Such a horrifying ability to leap ranks and battle seriously daunted people even from a distance. 

This young martial artist was already considered outstanding among those in the same generation. But 

in front of Ye Yuan, he seriously could not be arrogant. 

"Haha, clearing your round is it? Then . . . you have to receive it well!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The young martial artist’s expression changed, and he immediately felt that things were bad! 

However . . . it was already too late. 

He only felt a blur before his eyes. A streak of swordlight already penetrated through his heart. 

"H-How . . . is . . . this . . . possible?" 

Finished talking, this martial artist fell backward looking up at the sky, breathing his last. He did not dare 

to believe this scene before his eyes even till death. 

"No way, right? Ji Qing he didn’t use divine soul attacks, but used martial techniques to kill his 

opponent! Furthermore . . . it was still one move . . ." 

"Really freaking seeing ghosts! His divine soul attacks are so strong, and even his martial techniques are 

actually also so formidable! The opponent was at the Fourth Level Sea Transformation Realm! He 

finished him off in one move!" 

"Too powerful! I completely did not see clearly how he attacked! Why do I feel like his martial technique 

is even stronger than his divine soul attack? Is he really an alchemist?" 

"This Ji Qing is simply without any chinks in his armor! Unparalleled alchemy skills. Overwhelming divine 

soul attacks. Even his martial techniques are so powerful! My God, how can there be such a genius in 

this world? Does he still want people to live?" 

Ye Yuan did not use very dazzling martial techniques. With his present concepts comprehension, a 

streak of casually released swordlight was already matchlessly powerful. 

That young martial artist earlier was at best equal to Lan Bao’s strength. 



Ye Yuan already finished off Lan Bao at the First Level Crystal Formation Realm. Now that he already 

broke through to Late-Stage Crystal Formation Realm, casually finishing off an ordinary Fourth Level Sea 

Transformation Realm martial artist was nothing amazing. 

However, his divine soul attack was already not very useful. So he gave it up immediately. 

If he could not even eliminate a cannon fodder like this, how could he get to maul the capital’s number 

one expert, Zhao Chenggan? 

Although they were both similarly at the Middle-Stage Sea Transformation Realm, Zhao Chenggan’s 

strength compared to that one just now was the difference of clouds and mud. 

This was the disparity in concepts. 

Seeing Ye Yuan finish off a Fourth Level Sea Transformation Realm with a casual blow, Zhao Chenggan’s 

face could not help changing. 

He felt an immense threat! 

These few years, Zhao Chenggan had always viewed Shangguan Lingyun as his greatest adversary. But 

even Shangguan Lingyun could not give him such an enormous threat! 

Ji Qing this brat is only at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm! 

Being at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm and able to instantly kill someone at the Fourth 

Level Sea Transformation Realm. Wait until he advanced to the Sea Transformation Realm, what can I do 

by then? 

Looks like I must find an opportunity to kill this brat. Otherwise, the position of wind emperor will 

probably never reach my turn no matter what! 

In Zhao Chenggan’s heart, nothing was more important than the position of wind emperor. 

For the position of wind emperor, he would do anything! 

But he naturally did not know that Ye Yuan completely did not care a whit about the so-called position 

of wind emperor, and Ye Yuan also could not possibly go and snatch whatever position of wind emperor 

from him. 

Zhao Chenggan treating Ye Yuan as an imaginary foe; Ye Yuan was seriously wronged. 

Yet . . . who asked Ye Yuan’s guise to be too good? 

At this time, Ye Yuan suddenly called out in a clear voice, "Huang Wenqiu, however many people you 

prepared at the back, let them come together!" 

The crowd was taken aback from shock. Only now did they know that the one working this never-ending 

battles was actually Huang Wenqiu. 

But Ye Yuan calling out Huang Wenqiu so cockily still gave everyone a great fright. 

Continuous battles were already shameless enough. Now, Ye Yuan actually asked the other party to 

come all together. This . . . 



One had to know that the ones coming up at the back were definitely powerhouses. 

That judge was also quite worried. He asked weakly, "Young Master Ji, this . . . doesn’t adhere to the 

rules, right?" 

Ye Yuan said nonchalantly, "What doesn’t adhere to the rules is there? Coming up one by one is too 

troublesome. When do we have to fight until? Coming up together, resolving it is faster too." 

"This . . . this . . ." The judge looked towards Xiao Changfeng with beseeching eyes. 

Xiao Changfeng mused for a moment and said with a nod, "As Young Master Ji says then!" 

Huang Wenqiu’s face fell as he said, "Since you want to seek death, then I’ll help you! Ask them all to go 

up!" 

In a short while, over ten silhouettes appeared up there vividly, surrounding Ye Yuan in the center. 

When the crowd looked over, they involuntarily sucked in a cold breath! 

These dozen over people were mostly Fourth Level Sea Transformation Realm cultivation. There were 

even three people who actually already reached the Fifth Level Sea Transformation Realm! 

Such a lineup was seriously too strong. 

One had to know that Ye Yuan was only at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm! 

A Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm challenging a dozen over Middle-Stage Sea Transformation 

Realms? 

"Young Master Ji, finish them off! We support you!" 

"Yeah! Utterly shameless! Come on, Young Master Ji! We’re all rooting for you!" 

"Young Master Ji, I want to marry you and become your concubine!" yelled out a female martial artist. 

"Hahaha!" 

This sort of unabashed measures already stirred up everyone’s sympathy towards Ye Yuan. 

For a moment, the shouting below the platform rose one after the other. They were all supporting Ye 

Yuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 422: Gorgeous Blossom 

Ye Yuan swept a cold glance across these Sea Transformation Realm martial artists and said coolly, "You 

all don't blame me. If you want someone to blame . . . then blame Huang Wenqiu. Bon voyage." 

That apathetic attitude of Ye Yuan's thoroughly infuriated these people. 

They were all talented individuals among those of the same generation. Although they attached 

themselves to the Huang Family, they had their own pride. 

But now, they were looked down by a Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm. 
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"You're too unbridled, boy! Do you really think that you're invincible?" 

"You're facing so many of us alone. Do you really take us to be made of paper?" 

"Hehe, so rampant now. In a while, there will be the time for you to cry!" 

These people were currently cursing when all of a sudden, their faces changed! 

The surrounding heaven and earth essence energy underwent some minute changes. Countless pink 

flower petals were currently forming together in midair! 

"Not good! This boy can actually mobilize heaven and earth essence energy! Quickly attack!" 

These people were not rookies and discovered what was wrong very soon. Each of them unleashed their 

own ultimate moves. 

Except, how could Ye Yuan give them the opportunity? 

Breaking through to Late-Stage Crystal Formation Realm, Ye Yuan was already not far away from Sea 

Transformation Realm. His affinity towards heaven and earth essence energy already had a qualitative 

increase. 

Him unleashing Thousand Flowing Petals again at this time, the power could no longer be mentioned in 

the same breath as before. 

It was only to see the pink flower petals which covered the skies surround the entire platform. The 

martial artists below could not even see clearly what was happening on the stage! 

"This . . . What move is this? Too terrifying!" 

"Oh my God. He's only at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm. His control over heaven and earth 

essence energy actually already reached such an outrageous degree! This move, even Late-Stage Sea 

Transformation Realms probably can't execute it either, right?" 

Yet, a group of female martial artists was dazzled by this scenery. 

"Whoa! So gorgeous! Young Master Ji must be a very romantic person. To actually be able to execute 

such a resplendently beautiful move." 

When Shangguan Lingxue saw this scene, her eyes likewise roamed around. "I'm really somewhat 

envious of Younger Sister Ruyan now. To actually have such a phenomenal man battle all the heroes in 

the world for her. If there's a man who does this for me, I'd even die happy! Getting such a husband, 

what else is there to seek?" 

When Zhao Chenggan heard these words, his face instantly turned green. 

Shangguan Lingxue was a very proud girl. He courted Shangguan Lingxue for several years and did not 

get such a praise from her either. 

Those words earlier, Shangguan Lingxue had clearly moved on already! 

However, Ji Qing that punk was still fighting for Xiao Ruyan! 



Zhao Chenggan's heart suddenly became abnormally irritable; with an impulse to go down and kill Ye 

Yuan. 

"Thousand Flowing Petals! Slaughter!" 

Four words were lightly uttered out of Ye Yuan's mouth. The flying petals which covered the skies were 

initially drifting about peacefully. But at this time, it became wild, charging towards the dozen over 

martial artists without care. 

"Ahh!" 

"Argh!" 

. . . . . . 

For some time, miserable cries lingered incessantly, making people's scalp tingled. 

They could not see clearly what was happening inside the sea of flower petals. But just hearing those 

miserable cries, they also knew that behind these dazzling flower petals, something not beautiful was 

currently happening. 

After a dozen over breaths, the flower petals dissipated, and only a lonely silhouette was left on the 

platform. Who could it be but Ye Yuan? 

Those dozen over martial artists, including those few Fifth Level Sea Transformation Realm martial 

artists were already sprawled at random on the platform. 

"This . . . What kind of joke is this? A dozen over Middle-Stage Sea Transformation Realm experts were 

actually annihilated instantly in one move like this?" 

"I can't stand it anymore! This Ji Qing is simply like a bottomless hole. You simply don't know where his 

limits lie! Ninth Level Crystal Formation Realm, he instantly defeats in one move. First Level Sea 

Transformation Realm, he instantly defeats in one move. Third Level Sea Transformation Realm is still 

insta-kill with one move! Now, a bunch of Fourth and Fifth Level Sea Transformation Realm, he actually 

used just one move to insta-kill!" 

"But this move is really powerful until it makes people feel suffocated! Truly can't imagine how a Crystal 

Formation Realm like him can actually muster up so much heaven and earth essence energy!" 

Exclamations sounded out all around. The shock that this scene brought everyone was too intense. 

Seeing this scene, Huang Wenqiu's face became ghastly pale. 

These martial artists were all the elites of the Huang Family's young generation. They actually died 

tragically in Ye Yuan's hands just like this! 

When he returned, how should he give an account to Father? 

This time, he really played big! 

Originally, he thought that with a dozen over people ganging up on Ye Yuan, they would not lose too 

badly no matter what. He did not think that Ye Yuan instantly killed everyone with one move! 



This Ye Yuan was truly too monstrous! 

Huang Wenqiu looked at Ye Yuan; his eyes spewing fire. 

But at this time, Ye Yuan looked over. With a grin, he said, "Don't waste time anymore. The two of you 

can come up together!" 

Both Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe's expressions changed, but they involuntarily exchanged glances with 

each other. 

"You're sure that you want to challenge the two of us?" Huang Wenqiu said with a cold smile. 

"So much crap. Did I not say clearly enough?" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

"Heh heh, Huang Wenqiu, looks like the two of us are being looked down by people! Why don't . . . we 

go up to right our names ourselves?" Xue Zaihe said with a light laugh. 

Huang Wenqiu nodded with a solemn look and said, "While I'm not quite willing to join hands with a 

fellow like you, but since he's seeking death himself, we have to team up no matter what. If I don't kill 

this punk today, it will be hard to sate the hatred in my heart!" 

"Haha, even being rampant has to have a limit, isn't it so? Although we're both Fifth Level Sea 

Transformation Realm too, he doesn't think that he can beat us for certain using just that one move, 

right?" Xue Zaihe's smile gradually became cold. 

Among the junior generation in the entire capital, he only dreaded Shangguan Lingyun and Zhao 

Chenggan. 

Today, he was actually disparaged by a Crystal Formation Realm boy. It truly displeased him greatly. 

"Fine! Then the two of us sworn enemies will cooperate well today! Ruyan's matter, after settling this 

punk, we'll fight a match properly again!" Huang Wenqiu said. 

Poking such a big hole, Huang Wenqiu must kill Ye Yuan today and marry Xiao Ruyan over. Or else, when 

he returned today, he would have no way of giving an account to his family. 

"Young Master Ji actually wants to challenge Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe joining hands. This act . . . is 

rather rash!' 

"I couldn't agree more! These two people are known as the capital's junior generation's number two 

experts. It's not an unearned reputation. Those people previously even if their realms were on par with 

theirs, their strength was also at a different league." 

"Although that move from Young Master Ji earlier was powerful, it's only powerful in area-of-effect 

attacks. With Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe's strength, wanting to crack it shouldn't be tough. Young 

Master Ji fighting two alone, the difficulty is somewhat high!" 

Both Huang Wenqiu's and Xue Zaihe's strengths were already deeply entrenched in the hearts of the 

people. These martial artists all knew the terror of their strength. 

As for the number one Shangguan Lingyun and Zhao Chenggan, they dared to imagine even less. 



However, Ye Yuan was only at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm after all. Facing these two 

great experts, it was seriously at too much of a disadvantage. 

The two people stood up and jumped onto the platform. Huang Wenqiu grinned hideously and said, "Ji 

Qing! This is you courting death yourself! I'm not to blame! Killing you on the stage, I believe that 

Sovereign Star Abyss has no reason to put the blame on me too!" 

Ye Yuan said indifferently, "As long as you have the capabilities, there will naturally not be anybody who 

comes to find trouble with you." 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 423: Evenly Matched! 

"Xue Zaihe, don’t you turn up for work but not put in the effort!" Huang Wenqiu said. 

"Relax. This bit of gains and losses relation, I can still differentiate it. Talk about other things after taking 

care of this punk first!’ Xue Zaihe replied. 

"Then that’s good. Go!" 

Once Huang Wenqiu’s voice faded, the two people’s figure instantly vanished from where they stood. 

The speed was swift beyond comprehension. Previously, Wang Jie’s speed during the earlier battle was 

as slow as a snail in front of these two! 

However, at that moment, Ye Yuan’s figure similarly vanished from its original spot! 

Clank! Clank! Clank! 

A series of metal clashing sound echoed. The martial artists below the stage practically could not 

capture these three people’s actions. Only from the afterimages left behind occasionally did they know 

that these three were in the midst of an intense confrontation. 

Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe being so fast were within everyone’s expectations. 

But everyone did not think that Ye Yuan could actually keep up with the pair’s speed! 

Fighting two alone, they actually fought until neither could gain the upper hand! 

When did Crystal Formation Realm martial artists had such speed . . . 

"Too fast! I completely can’t make out their movements! Who holds the advantage right now?" 

"Don’t know! I can’t see clearly either! Is Ji Qing really a Crystal Formation Realm martial artist? Did he 

hide his strength?" 

"Impossible! From the start to the end, his essence energy undulations was Seventh Level Crystal 

Formation Realm. It’s certain!" 

"If I were on the stage, I would have died a dozen times over long ago! Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe are 

indeed well-deserving of being the number two experts. Their comprehension of concepts is simply not 

what rookies like us can compare to!" 

In truth, Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe were both very wary of Ye Yuan’s Thousand Flowing Petals. 
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The shock that the scene prior to this gave the two of them was too great. 

Therefore, these two acted in concert without prior consultation and chose to attack directly; they 

adopted the method of hand-to-hand combat to not give Ye Yuan the chance to execute Thousand 

Flowing Petals. 

The two of them were at the Fifth Level Sea Transformation Realm. Their realm was much higher than 

Ye Yuan’s. They decided to use realm to crush Ye Yuan to death! 

But the result of the matter did not develop as they imagined. The more Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe 

fought, the more alarmed they became. 

Ye Yuan’s Canghua Sword danced impenetrably. In the blink of an eye, a hundred moves were 

exchanged, but the two of them actually did not occupy a gleam of advantage at all! 

This . . . How was this possible? 

How could they know that Ye Yuan comprehended the Transmission Concept and the Wind Flow 

Concept? In terms of movement technique and in terms of offensive power, he was only stronger and 

not weaker. 

Apart from suffering some minor losses regarding essence energy, Ye Yuan tossed them several streets 

behind in other areas! 

It was precisely because so that Ye Yuan could just barely fight to a draw with them. Otherwise, their 

outcome would not be any better than those martial artists previously. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan continuously condensed a small mass of Thousand Flowing Petals in the process 

of fighting them to neutralize their all kinds of attack. 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, just condensing such a small bundle of petals was basically something 

as swift as thought and completely did not require large-scale mobilizing of heaven and earth essence 

energy. 

"Ji Qing’s execution of his move already reached the extent of releasing and withdrawing as he pleases. 

Moreover, this move of his is like the flower petals dances along with his entire being. Truly a feast for 

the eyes and mind!" Shangguan Lingxue praised. 

Of course, not everybody was unable to capture these three people’s speed. There were many experts 

present and also plenty of people stronger than them. There were obviously people who could see it. 

But precisely because they could see it, their understanding of Ye Yuan’s prowess became even clearer 

instead. 

Having been through such a long period of fumbling and comprehension, Ye Yuan’s execution of the 

Thousand Flowing Petals already reached an extremely proficient degree. 

It was also to say that Ye Yuan’s comprehension of this supreme true intent took another large stride 

forward. 



Shangguan Lingyun nodded his head as well and said, "To wield this move to such a transcendent 

degree, this Ji Qing’s strength truly makes people sigh with admiration!" 

Shangguan Lingxue asked rather puzzledly, "Big Brother rarely commends people. You didn’t give rise to 

the thought of fighting with him, right?" 

Shangguan Lingyun smiled and said, "Younger Sister understands me. That’s right. An opponent like this 

is really hard to come by!" 

Shangguan Lingxue said in derision, "Then, did Big Brother take fancy on Ji Qing this rival or took fancy 

on Young Sister Ruyan?" 

"Haha! You and Sister Ruyan are hailed collectively as the capital’s dual absolutes. If I can marry her 

home, wouldn’t that be beautiful?" Shangguan Lingyun said with a loud laugh. 

"If that’s the case, then Big Brother will have to kill Ji Qing on the stage today. Or else, you’d establish a 

terrifying enemy for yourself," Shangguan Lingxue said with a smile. 

The smile on Shangguan Lingyun’s face froze. Evidently, he had not considered this problem. 

And this problem was really a dreadful issue. 

If he really killed Ye Yuan, the Shangguan Family would have thoroughly offended the Alchemist 

Association. 

As long as Star Abyss still sat on this position for a day, the Shangguan Family could forget about ever 

finding the Alchemist Association to refine a medicinal pill. 

Such a loss was not what the Shangguan Family could bear. 

And if he did not kill Ye Yuan, the grudge of snatching his wife was irreconcilable. How could Ji Qing be 

willing to drop the matter with him? 

Although Shangguan Lingyung had immense faith in himself, facing a monster like Ye Yuan, he still really 

did not wish to provoke. 

"Alright then . . . take it as if I never said it," Shangguan Lingyun said helplessly. 

"Hehe, I have really never seen such a Big Brother. I’m getting more and more interested in this Ji Qing," 

Shangguan Lingxue said with a beam. 

By the side, Zhao Chenggan’s complexion turned green once again. 

Ye Yuan already entered the Heart Like Still Water State currently. Each and every action of the two 

people were within grasp. 

Adding his subtle manipulation of the Thousand Flowing Petals, the more Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe 

fought, the more depressed they got. 

In a twinkle, several hundred moves passed. The two of them did not gain any advantage at all! 

The two number two experts in the capital’s junior generation were actually helpless against a Seventh 

Level Crystal Formation Realm when partnering up. Saying this out was an utter joke. 



What made them even gloomier was that fighting until now, Ye Yuan’s essence energy did not have the 

slightest hint of being drained; it was as if it totally could not be exhausted! 

Where did this fellow get so much essence energy? 

One had to know that Ye Yuan already fought with twenty to thirty Sea Transformation Realm martial 

artists prior to this. Could it be that he did not expend any essence energy at all? 

A massive area-of-effect move like the Thousand Flowing Petals should be extremely draining on 

essence energy. Why was Ye Yuan’s essence energy so abundant? 

These two people discovered to their sorrow that they could not gain any bit of advantage with such a 

fighting method! 

"Xue Zaihe!" Huang Wenqiu suddenly yelled out. 

"En!" Xue Zaihe understood tacitly. The two of them withdrew their moves at the same time, pulling 

apart the distance from Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan did not continue his victorious pursuit but remained calm and composed as he stared at the two 

of them. 

With his essence energy thickness, plus extremely precise control over essence energy, he did not fear 

the two of them fighting a consumption battle with him. 

"Ji Qing! I admit that you’re very strong! But it ends here!" Huang Wenqiu said with a cold snort. 

Clearly, he was very unsatisfied with this battle result. 

But Ye Yuan said with a smile, "Whatever moves you have, just use them! I’ll receive it all!" 

Huang Wenqiu sneered coldly and said, "As you wish! Xue Zaihe, don’t hide it anymore. Bring out your 

true abilities!" 

Xue Zaihe nodded and said, "Okay!" 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 424: Too Na?ve! 

Two great experts fighting two on one and were actually unable to takedown Ye Yuan. They both felt a 

loss of prestige. 

These first-rate family’s top disciples naturally all had their own powerful trump cards. 

It was just that there were a scant few people who could force out their trump cards. 

Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe’s trump cards were saved for each other. But now, they had no choice but 

to use them at the same time to deal with Ye Yuan. 

Because from them observing the matches until now, ordinary measures completely could not do 

anything to Ye Yuan! 
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Although Ye Yuan was only at the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm, his true combat power was 

already on the same level as the two of them! 

No, even so far as to say that it surpassed theirs! 

Because the two of them combining strength earlier only just barely fought to a draw with Ye Yuan too 

A heaven-defying genius like this, how could they possibly defeat without going all out? 

Huang Wenqiu used a saber. He raised long saber in his hand and said solemnly, "To be able to die 

under my Wind Rebelling Three Blades, it’s also considered your fortune!" 

But what Xue Zaihe relied on was a pair of naked palms. It was only to see him put his palms together. 

His aura increased explosively! 

His realm was actually rising continuously! 

Very soon, Xue Zaihe broke through to the Sixth Level Sea Transformation Realm. But it did not end. His 

aura was still rising unceasingly! 

Before long, Xue Zaihe broke through to the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm in one stroke! 

Everyone’s faces changed! 

"Origin Spirit Nine Transformations! Xue Zaihe actually learned the Origin Spirit Nine Transformations!" 

Shi Haoran’s complexion turned pale from fear. 

"Origin Spirit Nine Transformations is a martial technique that uses the essence fire within the martial 

artist’s body as the foundation to stimulate the martial artist’s potential to let the martial artist 

temporarily break through realms! It’s the Xue Family’s ultimate martial technique. To think that Xue 

Zaihe actually already successfully planted an essence fire inside his body and even successfully 

cultivated this martial technique. Truly surprising!" Shangguan Lingyun gasped with admiration. 

"Looking at Xue Zaihe breaking through to the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm, the essense fire 

in his body should be a Quasi-Tier 4 origin fire. Pretty decent already! Hehe, I really want to see how Ji 

Qing plans on dealing with these two people’s ultimate martial techniques," Shangguan Lingxue said 

with a giggle. 

The effects of this Origin Spirit Nine Transformations was actually similar to the Five Elements Spirit Link 

Pill that Ye Yuan took in the past. It could raise the martial artist’s realm briefly! 

At this time, Xiao Ruyan finally could not sit still anymore. 

She could not resist uncovering her head veil slightly and taking the scene on the stage all in. 

When she saw Xue Zaihe breaking through to the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm, she could 

not help worrying for Ye Yuan. 

"Ji Qing, nothing must happen to you! Or else, I won’t be able to forgive myself for life either!" Xiao 

Ruyan said with tears in her eyes. 



"Heh heh, to think that you really held a move in reserve! If you suddenly used this move when fighting 

me, I would really not know how to deal with it!" Huang Wenqiu said with a snicker. 

He and Xue Zaihe had always been well-matched. Their strength was almost on par. 

Once Xue Zaihe directly broke through to the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm and reached late-

stage Sea Transformation Realm, even if Huang Wenqiu were more powerful, he would also not be his 

match! 

Xue Zaihe grinned and said, "So what even if you know? I don’t believe that you can leap across two 

minor realms to defeat me!" 

There was already an exceedingly huge disparity between the Sixth Level Sea Transformation Realm and 

Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm, let alone Huang Wenqiu was only at the Fifth Level Sea 

Transformation Realm. 

Hence, Xue Zaihe was brimming with confidence! 

But Huang Wenqiu was very composed as he said, "Hur hur, I’m afraid that I’ll have to disappoint you! 

Even you had such a huge improvement, how can I dare to ease up?" 

Finished talking, Huang Wenqiu’s aura suddenly skyrocketed! 

But what he skyrocketed was not his realm; it was the sort of pressure pressing forward with 

indomitable will aura! 

Xue Zaihe’s expression changed. "Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade! You actually mastered the third move, 

Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade!" 

Huang Wenqiu grinned and said, "I wonder how the outcome will be if I use this to deal with you?" 

At this time, although Huang Wenqiu’s realm was still at the Fifth Level Sea Transformation Realm, in 

terms of aura, he surpassed even Xue Zaihe’s! 

"Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade! Hahaha! This boy still has some capabilities! To actually mastered the 

Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade! This time, I want to see how Ji Qing deals with the Wind Rebelling 

Frenzied Blade plus Origin Spirit Nine Transformations!" Zhao Chenggan burst into laughter. 

Below the stage were also exclamations of shock! 

The reason why the two Huang and Xue families were called first-rate families was because apart from 

their family’s foundation, these two martial techniques claimed enormous credit! 

"These two people are indeed worthy of being experts tied at number two. Such talent, how many 

people among the younger generation could measure up?" 

"Late-stage Sea Transformation Realm versus Late-stage Crystal Formation Realm. This difference is a bit 

too large. Let alone there’s still a Huang Wenqiu who mastered the third move of the Wind Rebelling 

Three Blades!" 

"Reaching the realm of Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade. This martial technique is already considered 

attaining a higher level of mastery! The power of the Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade is enough to let 



Huang Wenqiu rival the Xue Zaihe after raising his realm! This . . . How should Young Master Ji 

respond?" 

Wind Rebelling Three Blades. This martial technique only had a total of three stances. However, with the 

mastery of each move, the power would show exponential increase! 

The reason why Huang Wenqiu could be hailed as the number two expert was by relying on him 

mastering the second move and far in the lead among those of the same generation. 

And now, he actually even mastered the third move. This indicated that he already cast those in the 

Huang Family’s same generation far behind! 

Of course, each move of the Wind Rebelling Three Blades had three levels. Huang Wenqiu had not even 

reached Large Success in the first level. 

Even so, he was already sufficiently powerful! 

Everyone all knew that these two had very formidable cards up their sleeves, but did not think that 

these two trump cards were actually so powerful! 

"Ji Qing, to be able to force us to unleash our trump cards, you can already be sufficiently proud. But 

after today, the capital won’t have Ji Qing this person existing anymore!" Huang Wenqiu said with a cold 

laugh. 

Ye Yuan watched the two of them perform as a bystander the entire time. But, he himself did not make 

the slightest movement. 

Hearing Huang Wenqiu’s cold laughter, Ye Yuan suddenly smiled. "Looks like the two of you still have 

some capabilities to be hailed together as the number two experts in the capital." 

"Haha, pretending to be calm? However . . . it’s futile!" Xue Zaihe said with a light laugh. 

The two of them used their trump cards. Their confidence naturally shot through the roof! 

Now, even if they were asked to go and challenge Zhao Chenggan, they would also not be the slightest 

bit fearful! 

But Ye Yuan said with a smile, "No need to pretend. If you guys think that you can win me like this, I can 

only say . . . too naïve!" 

As he spoke, Ye Yuan gently released the Canghua Sword in his hand. Canghua Sword plunged into the 

clouds and vanished from sight! 

"In the past, my realm was insufficient and my essence energy was lacking, so I was incapable of 

unleashing the Thousand Flowing Petals’ greatest power. But now, my essence energy can already 

support the full-powered execution of this move. Thus . . . you guys enjoy it to your heart’s content!" 

It was like Ye Yuan’s voice came from the netherworld, striking Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe’s hearts 

word for word. 

Such a large display earlier, killing over a dozen Middle-Stage Sea Transformation Realm experts in one 

move, was actually not going all-out yet? 



Then . . . how horrifying would the full-powered release of this move be? 

Very soon, they came to know how harrowing it was. Because flower petals which filled the entire sky 

already wafted up . . . 

This time, it was not just the entire platform! 
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Petals after petals danced in the air as if flower petals rained down on the entire plaza! 

If they did not know beforehand that this was Ye Yuan’s sword move, people would be exclaiming in 

surprise at this beautiful scenery. 

In a place like the Fierce Gale World, it was very rare to be able to see this kind of falling flowers flying 

all around wondrous sight. 

Ye Yuan brought it to them! 

It was just that anybody was aware that behind this beauty, an immense danger was concealed. 

The flower petals which blotted out the skies and covered the earth gave people a hair-raising 

oppressive feeling instead. 

"Oh my God. Is this really a martial technique unleashed by a Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm? 

It’s too preposterous, right?" 

"The quantity of these flower petals is probably several times of that move previously! He finished off 

over a dozen Middle-Stage Sea Transformation Realms in one move just now. How horrifying will the 

power of this move be?" 

"This move is too heaven-defying! I really can’t imagine how a Seventh level Crystal Formation Realm 

can manipulate so much heaven and earth essence energy! How exquisite does one’s manipulation 

ability have to be?!" 

Indeed, Ye Yuan’s control over essence energy had already completely surpassed their imaginations. 

In terms of control of essence energy, Ye Yuan was Divine King level! 

And his abilities in this area were completely attributed to alchemy skills. 

In his previous life, Ye Yuan was extremely meticulous in refining pills, and his requirement towards 

control of essence energy was harsh to the extreme. Only then did he have such exquisite control 

abilities. 

In the past, Ye Yuan was a housewife who could not cook a meal without rice. Now that his strength 

increased dramatically and his essence energy was ample, he could unleash this aspect to its pinnacle! 

Controlling heaven and earth essence energy was not having it at one’s beck and call, but to control the 

heaven and earth essence energy within a certain radius with the essence energy within the martial 

artist’s own body as the foundation. 
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Now that Ye Yuan broke through five realms in succession, the essence energy in his body showed an 

exponential increase. The essence energy that he could control naturally also increased exponentially. 

Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe were still brimming with confidence earlier. But currently, their faces had 

a never before seen grimness. 

Such power was simply appalling! 

The pair exchanged glances, and understood each other without words! 

"Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade, Advancing With Indomitable Will!" Huang Wenqiu roared, charging at 

Ye Yuan with a lightning-like momentum. 

"Starfire Ablazing Prairie!" Xue Zaihe lightly flicked his finger. A small tuft of flames flew out swiftly, 

vanishing in a blink of an eye! 

The two people bore down menacingly. Ye Yuan mind stirred. Two clumps of flower petals blocked their 

incoming path. 

"Thousand Flowing Petals, explode!" 

Faint explosion sounds echoed in the air, wanting to stop the two people’s incoming path. 

However, the Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade and Origin Spirit Nine Transformations were not some 

common wares. 

Only to see Huang Wenqiu pressing forward like a hot knife cutting through butter the entire way, 

splitting the clumps of flower petals! 

While Xue Zaihe formed a no-mans-land for himself with formidable strength. 

At the same time, the small tuft of flames that he controlled suddenly appeared by Ye Yuan’s side! 

Yet, it did not have the Starfire Ablazing Prairie’s momentum as imagined. Because the instant that it 

appeared, there were already innumerable flower petals enveloping it. 

Inside that bundle of flames contained horrifying power. However, it was wrapped up by limitless flower 

petals. 

The petals exploded unceasingly, frittering away that mass of flames’ power. 

While on Huang Wenqiu’s side, only to see him split the sea of petals into two halves with one blade! 

A horrifying streak of saberlight passed through the flower petals sea, cleaving towards Ye Yuan! 

But Ye Yuan unhurriedly controlled the boundless petals to continuously explode around the 

surroundings of the saberlight. 

By the time the saberlight arrived in front of Ye Yuan, it was already just an ordinary attack. 

Ye Yuan casually flicked with his hand. The saberlight dissipated. 



Huang Wenqiu’s expression changed drastically. This was his Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade’s strongest 

attack. This streak of saberlight was enough to freaking cleave ordinary Late-Stage Sea Transformation 

Realms into two halves! It was actually effortlessly resolved by Ye Yuan just like this! 

Huang Wenqiu gritted his teeth, mustered up all the momentum of his saber, and slashed towards Ye 

Yuan once again! 

However, there were petals exploding non-stop around him, hindering his advancement. There were 

too many flower petals. Clumps after clumps exploded ceaselessly, seemingly without end. 

Ye Yuan was clearly not far away. But Huang Wenqiu felt that this bit of distance was a short distance 

away, but poles apart. 

Just like this, his speed became increasingly slower. 

This Wind Rebelling Frenzied Blade move stressed about accomplishing in one vigorous effort. 

But this one vigorous effort was forcefully worn down by Ye Yuan. 

Depleted by the second and exhausted by the third. 

Without that momentum of pressing forward with indomitable will, even if the saber technique was 

stronger, it would not be much stronger. 

The saber momentum that Huang Wenqiu accumulated for a long time dissipated to nothing like this. 

The saber momentum exhausted, Huang Wenqiu was instantaneously enveloped by infinite flower 

petals, going from offense to defense! 

While on this side, Xue Zaihe already sunk into the boundless flower sea. 

Although the flower petals were unable to break through his defense for the time being with him relying 

on his powerful Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm cultivation, he could not do anything to those 

flower petals either. 

Just eradicated one batch, and there would immediately be a vast quantity of flower petals replenishing 

over. 

This sort of fighting method really made people have an impulse to vomit blood. 

And that bundle of flames that he fired out was already like a candle flame in the wind currently; 

tottering on the edge of extinguishing. 

Seeing the great battle on the platform, everyone below the stage all held their breaths. 

They had never seen before that martial artists could still fight like this! 

"Young Master Ji’s martial technique is simply unheard of! These flower petals look very weak. So many 

countless flower petals together give people a feeling of being unmatched!" 

"Yeah! Moreover, Young Master Ji’s attention is divided into three; he’s controlling those flower petals 

to deal with the two people and a bundle of flames. This feeling of releasing and withdrawing it as he 

pleases really makes people revere!" 



"No matter how powerful the attack, going through those countless petals’ self-detonation and erosion, 

it would rapidly become weak and feeble. This kind of feeling is like falling into a quagmire." 

The flower petals in the sky became increasingly sparse. Just as the petals were about to dissipate to 

nothing, Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe finally could not hold out anymore, and the flower petals 

breached their defenses! 

"Ahh!" 

"Argh!" 

Two miserable cries sounded out on the platform at the same time, making people’s hearts tightened 

when heard. 

"The two mighty number two experts were defeated like this?" The audience below the stage still did 

not dare quite believe this until now. 

How many years had it been since anyone from the capital’s junior generation dared to challenge Xuang 

Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe? 

Apart from Shangguan Lingyun and Zhao Chenggan, these two people could virtually be said to be 

invincible existences! 

But today, under their teaming up, they actually lost in the hands of a Seventh Level Crystal Formation 

Realm martial artist. 

The impact this conclusion gave people was seriously too great! 

Even if Ye Yuan killed so many Sea Transformation Realm martial artists previously, the impact it 

brought was also not as great as now! 

Ye Yuan stood at a corner of the platform dressed in white. Clearly quite young, yet gave people a 

feeling of insurmountable! 

The current Ye Yuan was akin to a heavenly deity descending upon the world; invincible! 

The shock that Ye Yuan gave everyone today could no longer be described using words. 

Crossing ranks to battle was every genius’s inherent skill. 

But crossing ranks to battle like Ye Yuan, the people completely could not imagine it! 

One had to know that Ye Yuan’s opponents could virtually be said to represent the highest standards of 

the entire Fierce Gale World’s junior generation! 

Such a victory was too soul-stirring. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly turned around to look at Zhao Chenggan, saying nonchalantly, "Your 

Highness, the Seventh Prince, want to come down and play?" 
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When Ye Yuan’s voice fell, everyone’s hearts plunged! 

"I’m a little hard of hearing. What did Ji Qing say just now?" 

"He . . . He wants to challenge His Highness, the Seventh Prince! I-I didn’t hear it wrongly, right?" 

"I really don’t know how to use words to describe my current emotion. In this world, apart from 

Shangguan Lingyun, there’s actually somebody who dares to challenge His Highness, the Seventh 

Prince!" 

"Yeah! Seventh Prince is a genius martial artist who comprehended true intent; on a completely 

different level from Huang Wenqiu and the rest! Ji Qing . . . actually dares to challenge even him!" 

"Why do I feel like something is not quite right? Isn’t this a spouse finding martial competition? Why did 

it suddenly become a martial arts tournament? The matter of His Highness, the Seventh Prince, courting 

Shangguan Lingxue is publicly known. As long as Ye Yuan doesn’t provoke him, it’s impossible for him to 

come down!" 

Ye Yuan’s words instantly ignited the entire plaza! 

Challenging the capital’s number one, the candidate for wind emperor, how formidable the strength and 

how much courage did this need?! 

"Heh, you’re sure that you want to challenge this prince?" Zhao Chenggan said with a cold snicker. 

Towards Ye Yuan’s courting death action, Zhao Chenggan was naturally very welcoming. 

He had long wanted to eliminate Ye Yuan. Now, with this open and above-board chance to kill Ye Yuan, 

he obviously did not wish to let it slip by. 

Even with Ye Yuan using a powerful move such as the Thousand Flowing Petals previously, Zhao 

Chenggan still had full confidence in eliminating Ye Yuan! 

"Little Junior Brother, don’t be reckless! I know that your strength improved greatly. But Zhao 

Chenggan’s strength is absolutely not as simple as you imagine!" Shi Haoran’s brows knitted and he 

transmitted his voice. 

Xiao Ruyan was so anxious that she almost wanted to jump down. She hurriedly transmitted her voice, 

"Young Master Ji, the pair’s strength earlier is much weaker compared to Zhao Chenggan. You . . . You 

better not provoke him!" 

But Ye Yuan smiled lightly and did not say any more. However, his meaning was understood by all. 

He was not joking but really wanted to challenge Seventh Prince! 

Zhao Chenggan sneered and said, "You aren’t thinking that you have the qualifications to challenge me 

after winning the two of them, right? Since you’re seeking death, then I’ll help you!" 

Finished talking, Zhao Chenggan floated down. 

Arriving on top of the platform, Zhao Chenggan’s long spear jerked and was full of overbearingness from 

start to end. 



"Haha, a vanquished opponent actually has the guts to challenge this Prince! This Prince admires your 

foolishness greatly! It’s just that even I kill you today, I won’t marry Xiao Ruyan either. Don’t you worry." 

Once he stood on the stage, Zhao Chenggan’s tyrannical aura could not be concealed anymore. 

Especially with that long spear in his hands, it raised his aura to the peak even more so. 

Every action carried a breath-taking power! 

The number one expert among the younger generation lived up to his reputation. 

Hearing Zhao Chenggan’s words, Xiao Ruyan heaved a sigh of relief. But she was also secretly worried 

for Ye Yuan. 

Zhao Chenggan already had not exhibited his strength in front of people for a long time. Most likely, 

even Shangguan Lingyun wasn’t sure of his current strength. 

But nobody doubted Zhao Chenggan’s present strength! 

"I will seek vengeance if there is a grudge. I entered a retreat for a month and broke through five realms 

consecutively. This was all for you. Hence, you should feel honored!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Last time, Zhao Chenggan not only nearly killed Ye Yuan, he even almost killed White Light too. 

This grudge was not what an apology could skate over. 

If Zhao Chenggan sincerely apologized, then forget it. But the entire capital all knew that Zhao Chenggan 

was only forced by the circumstances. 

If not for Star Abyss exerting pressure on the Wind Emperor, it was entirely impossible for him to come 

to apologize. 

Ye Yuan was about to leave the Fierce Gale World soon. With Ye Yuan’s personality of not leaving 

revenge through the night, how could he possibly wait until the future? 

Therefore, today, this fight was unavoidable! 

"Hahaha! So what if you consecutively broke through five realms? You’re not thinking that only you can 

break through, right? The reason why this Prince was only at the Sixth Level Sea Transformation Realm 

was not because this Prince couldn’t break through, but it was because this Prince was deliberately 

suppressing my realm! Hence . . . open your eyes!" Zhao Chenggan laughed wildly. 

All of a sudden, Zhao Chenggan’s long spear shook. An absolutely powerful aura undulated out! 

On the platform, an essence energy tempest actually formed! 

"This . . . His Highness, the Seventh Prince, is actually breaking through! He’s going to break through to 

the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm! If he breaks through successfully, then Ji Qing won’t have 

any hope at all!" 

"What’s Ji Qing doing? Isn’t he going to go forward to interrupt Seventh Prince’s breakthrough? 

Watching him break through passively?" 



"Sigh . . . It’s useless. Since Seventh Prince dares to break through in front of him, he naturally isn’t 

afraid of him interrupting! This is a powerhouse’s absolute self-confidence! Furthermore, in that battle 

prior to this, Ji Qing’s essence energy is also pretty much depleted, right?" 

"But speaking of which, Seventh Prince actually broke through his bottleneck for Ye Yuan. This in itself 

should be an affirmation and placing importance on Ji Qing, right?" 

For a time, storms raged on the platform. Zhao Chenggan’s aura was in the midst of continuously rising! 

For geniuses like Zhao Chenggan, what was most important for them was not realm breakthrough, but it 

was comprehending concepts. 

When a martial artist was young, it was the most optimal time to comprehend concepts. Once their 

potential was exhausted, wanting to comprehend concepts again would be as hard as scaling to heaven. 

At that time, it also signified where the limits of a martial artist lay. 

Therefore, pinnacle geniuses never took breaking through realms to be of importance. Most of their 

time was used for comprehending concepts. 

Zhao Chenggan and Shangguan Lingyun, these people all did not deliberately cultivate essence energy 

but reached Middle-Stage Sea Transformation Realm at this age. It could be seen how great their talent 

was! 

Ye Yuan naturally also placed priority on comprehending concepts. Hence, his essence energy realm was 

not high all along. 

If he went all out to break through, he would be able to break through to the Soul Sea Realm in less than 

half a year. 

To an Alchemy Emperor, using medicinal pills to pile on realms was seriously too easy. 

Zhao Chenggan did not meditate to absorb essence energy. He just held his spear and stood there, but 

his aura was still in the midst of rising non-stop. 

Sixth Level Sea Transformation Realm to Seventh Level was not a small threshold. But in front of Zhao 

Chenggan, it was dismissed so easily. 

This was the number one person of the capital’s junior generation! 

Shangguan Lingxue’s face did not have any visible change in countenance. She looked at Shangguan 

Lingyun and said with a smile, "Big Brother seems to be regretting a little!" 

Shangguan Lingyun said with a regretful face, "Yeah. I thought of a really good idea just now to go down 

and fight with Ji Qing. But he actually challenged His Highness, the Seventh Prince. It makes me feel 

really dejected." 

Shangguan Lingxue raised her eyebrows and asked, "What idea?" 

"Hur hur, I just have to go down and defeat him, then fake defeat." 



"To think that you can think of that! But Ji Qing is already an arrow at the end of its flight, while His 

Highness is like the midday sun. Is there still anything worth competing in this match?" 

"You think this way? Too shallow! How can a shockingly brilliant character like Ji Qing challenge Seventh 

Prince under the circumstances where he doesn’t have room for maneuver?" 

"En? Could it be . . . that move earlier was still not his limit? But his essence energy has already reached 

its limits as well! Furthermore, His Highness even broke through to the Seventh Level Sea 

Transformation Realm. I seriously can’t think of how he should respond." 

"Heh heh, I’m also very much looking forward to it!" Shangguan Lingyun said with a laugh. 
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Zhao Chenggan’s breakthrough did not last for too long. Very soon, the essence energy tempest 

dissipated. But Zhao Chenggan’s aura soared tremendously, stopping firmly at the Seventh Level Sea 

Transformation Realm! 

He looked at Ye Yuan with a cold smile and said, "Now, do you feel regret for your foolishness? But it’s 

already too late. Provoking this prince is your greatest sorrow in this lifetime!" 

Crossing ranks to battle were as simple as eating and drinking to Zhao Chenggan. Ordinary late-stage Sea 

Transformation Realm martial artists completely did not have the strength to retaliate in front of him. 

Even peak Sea Transformation Realm martial artists, Zhao Chenggan could easily kill too. 

And today, this was his first time being crossed ranks to battle by somebody. 

Moreover, it was not one or two minor realms, but a full major realm! 

This was an immense humiliation to Zhao Chenggan. 

But Zhao Chenggan had to admit that Ye Yuan being able to beat Huang Wenqiu and Xue Zaihe’s team 

up showed that Ye Yuan absolutely had the qualifications to make him genuinely attach importance to 

him! 

Hence, he chose to break through without any hesitation! 

The Ye Yuan after breaking through five realms in succession was no longer the rookie that he could 

freely bully and humiliate on that day! 

Shangguan Lingyun was able to guess that Ye Yuan had a card up his sleeves; Zhao Chenggan could 

naturally guess that too. 

Ye Yuan still dared to issue a challenge to him under such a condition; it was impossiblefor him to be 

without preparations at all. 

Except that he was the same as Shangguan Lingyun, being unaware of what Ye Yuan’s card was. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a sigh, "Really don’t know where your confidence comes from. Is 

breaking through to the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm very impressive?" 
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"Haha. The Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm is naturally nothing impressive. But to deal with 

you, it’s sufficient!" Zhao Chenggan said with a laugh. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, "Looks like you’re full of confidence. I really can’t bear to smash your 

confidence. But it’s such a shame; this sort of thing like breaking through realms, I’ve always been more 

adept. One realm is too little!" 

Zhao Chenggan’s face changed, and he asked, "What do you mean? You just broke through five realms. 

Could it be that you can still continue breaking through now? Stop joking!" 

Cultivating essence energy was a process that requires accumulation, especially after Crystal Formation 

Realm. For each breakthrough in a minor realm, the required essence energy was exceedingly horrifying. 

Ye Yuan entered seclusion for a month, consumed so many Jade Spirit Pills, and only broke through five 

realms. 

Making a last-ditch attempt at this juncture wanting to break through, that was virtually something 

impossible. 

The reason why Zhao Chenggan could break through was because he had already arrived at the 

bottleneck of the Seventh Level Sea Transformation Realm before and did not go and break through all 

along. It was why the breakthrough went so smoothly. 

But Ye Yuan’s present condition? He just had a breakthrough all the way to the Seventh Level Crystal 

Formation Realm. Breaking through again was easier said than done. 

Ye Yuan said indifferently, "I’m not in the mood for joking. Didn’t that Xue Zaihe use an Origin Spirit Nine 

Transformations just now? How unfortunate; I know it too." 

Zhao Chenggan was stunned and had yet to react to what was going on, when Ye Yuan’s aura erupted 

abruptly, unwittingly making people feel asphyxiated. 

Then, Ye Yuan’s aura rose rapidly under everyone’s perception, directly breaking through the bottleneck 

for the Eighth Level Crystal Formation Realm! 

Shangguan Lingyun stood up abruptly and looked at Ye Yuan in disbelief, muttering to himself, "How is 

this possible?" 

"This . . . Isn’t this Origin Spirits Nine Transformation? Why does Ji Qing know this move too? This is the 

Xue Family’s highly-guarded secret! He . . . Where did he learn it from?" 

"Why do I feel like Ye Yuan’s attainments in this move are even above Xue Zaihe? Look! He has already 

broken through passed the Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm! This speed . . ." 

"Today’s surprises are really round after round, making it too much for the eyes to take in! This time, 

there’s another good show to watch!" 

Although Ye Yuan’s realm could not compare to Xue Zaihe, the upheaval from the breakthrough right 

now was only more and not less than his. 



Ye Yuan’s Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame was a top tier among Tier 4 essence fires. Letting Ye Yuan use 

Origin Spirit Nine Transformation was overly putting fine timber to petty use. 

Soon enough, Ye Yuan’s realm broke through to peak Seventh Level Crystal Formation Realm! 

However, this was not over yet. Ye Yuan’s aura was still rising! 

Half-Step Sea Transformation! 

Ye Yuan’s realm finally stopped at the level of half-step Sea Transformation! 

Sadly, Ye Yuan did not have an essence energy sea within his body. Otherwise, his realm could still rise 

more. 

Half-step Sea Transformation was already the limits of his advancement. 

At this moment, how did Ye Yuan still had the appearance of essence energy being exhausted at all? 

Only to see him full of vigor and energy. He actually recovered to his peak condition again! 

"Hiss . . ." 

Everybody sucked in a cold breath! 

"Origin Spirit Nine Transformations is clearly the Xue Family’s ultimate trump card. But why do I feel that 

at this moment, the one Ye Yuan executed is the orthodox one! Could it be a misconception?" 

Shangguan Lingxue said with a frown. 

"Not a misconception! Ji Qing’s Origin Spirit Nine Transformation is indeed much stronger than Xue 

Zaihe’s! If not that his dantian is already unable to contain even more essence energy, he might really be 

able to rise a few more realms!" Shangguan Lingyun’s face had a never before solemnness. 

He previously even casually made the remark to go down and defeat Ye Yuan, then he would 

deliberately concede. 

Looking at it now, he was still too naïve! 

Half-step Sea Transformation Ye Yuan and the current him, who was weak and who was strong was 

really hard to say. 

Zhao Chenggan’s expression was ugly to the max. He rose one realm, and Ye Yuan rose three realms. So 

freaking exasperating. 

However, Zhao Chenggan did not think that Ye Yuan could beat him like this. After all, he was still a 

major realm higher than him! 

Between half-step Sea Transformation and Sea Transformation Realm lied a heaven and earth 

difference. 

"Humph! Only a temporary increase in realm. I want to see how long you can last! Eat a spear from me 

first!" 

A black-colored long spear in Zhao Chenggan’s hands was extremely fierce. It was actually a 128 

restrictions spirit artifact! 



In the past, when Ye Yuan fought with his opponents, he always held the advantage in weapons. But 

today, this was his first time losing out in weapons. 

However, this was not strange either. Zhao Chenggan was the son of the Wind Emperor. Forget about 

spirit artifacts, even profound artifacts would not be lacking. 

It was just that Zhao Chenggan’s present strength was still unable to unleash the might of profound 

artifacts. That was why he would use a spirit artifact rank weapon. 

Zhao Chenggan’s long spear danced. The tip of the spear actually swung out a crescent of light! 

The next instant, Zhao Chenggan’s figure vanished from sight without the slightest sign! 

Chi! 

When it appeared again, a spear already passed through Ye Yuan’s chest. 

Ye Yuan stood on the spot and actually did not react at all. 

"This . . . It’s over like this? Isn’t it too quick?" 

"Yeah. Ji Qing is so strong. Can’t be that he can’t even block one attack, right?" 

"No, wait . . . That was just an afterimage!" 

"What? Afterimage . . . why would it exist for such a long time?" 

"Too fast . . . Because it was too fast, so in our eyes, he simply did not move at all!" 

"But . . . the platform is only this big; where did he go?" 

Zhao Chenggan’s brow furrowed, and he turned around suddenly, swinging the long spear around! 

Only to hear a clank. The long spear directly smashed the ambushing sword light into dust. 

Ye Yuan’s figure finally appeared before everyone’s sight again. 

In an instant, everyone felt a very oppressive atmosphere undulating out. 

Although it was only a probing exchange, the two people’s might already made everyone have a clear 

understanding! 
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By the time Ye Yuan’s silhouette appeared again, only then did the afterimage gradually dissipate. 

Such speed was simply unheard of! 

"Indeed you have some capabilities. No wonder you dare to provoke me!" 

With this exchange, Zhao Chenggan’s expression also became grave. 

Very clearly, the Half-Step Sea Transformation Ye Yuan already had sufficient capital to pick a fight with 

him! 
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"You want to drag the time?" Ye Yuan looked at Zhao Chenggan with a half-smile. 

Although the Origin Spirits Nine Transformations was powerful, it was clearly just a temporary increase 

in realm. When the time limit hit, one would recover to their initial realm and also have a series of 

sequela. 

Of course, even so, this martial technique was powerful all the same. 

Back then, there were countless records in the Medicine King Hall. Ji Qingyun also felt that this martial 

technique was rather interesting, and it needed to use essence fires too, which was why he took notice 

of it. 

To think that today in the Lower Realms, he would see other people use this martial technique. 

But Zhao Chenggan was not the slightest bit embarrassed having his thoughts seen through. "So what if 

yes?" 

"Hur hur, nothing. I just want to tell you that I can last for two hours at Half-Step Sea Transformation 

Realm. So . . . stop scheming in vain," Ye Yuan said with a faint smile. 

This time, Zhao Chenggan’s expression finally changed. "Two hours?! Are you joking? The Xue Family’s 

Family Head using the Origin Spirits Nine Transformations can last for at most an hour’s time. You can 

actually last twice his time?" 

The Origins Spirit Nine Transformation, this technique, was actually rather heaven-defying. Even Xue 

Zaihe this dabbler could break through two minor realms consecutively, let alone the Xue Family’s 

Family Head. 

However, Xue Zaihe’s realm could only last for 15 minutes at most. 

Ye Yuan’s lasting duration was actually twice of the Xue Family’s Family Head. How could Zhao Chenggan 

not be astonished? 

"If you don’t believe, you can very well give it a try!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

"Humph! Try then try! Can you soar to the heaven?" Zhao Chenggan said with a cold snort. 

Zhao Chenggan kept his spear and stood there, putting on a ready-to-attack starting stance. An aura 

which made people feel stifled crept out in all directions. 

Clearly just a simple posture. People who used the spear would all display this pose. Yet, when Zhao 

Chenggan assumed it, it gave people a feeling of having no weakness to exploit. 

At this instant, Zhao Chenggan and the long spear fused into one. 

The next attack was an earth-shattering attack! 

"It’s . . . It’s Spear Shadow Carnage! My god. I heard that Seventh Prince has already not used this move 

in front of outsiders for many years!" 

"This was the self-created ultimate skill that Seventh Prince became famed for! I heard that back then, 

he merely relied on this one move to consecutively defeat over a dozen first-rate families’ pinnacle 



geniuses, and finally he fought to a draw with Shangguan Lingyun! Ever since then, the number one 

position of Shangguan Lingyun and him became established!" 

"Heh heh, today is really an eye-opener! This is the pinnacle battle of the Fierce Gale World’s junior 

generation! Missing out on today, one would have to wait until who knows when!" 

At this time, everyone seemed to have already forgotten what the original objective of this spouse 

finding martial competition was, and everyone was lost in this pinnacle battle. 

Facing someone such as Zhao Chenggan, Ye Yuan’s expression was also a never before as grave. 

Ye Yuan was self-confident but not conceited. Zhao Chenggan was indeed the most powerful foe that he 

had encountered up to this date! 

The current Zhao Chenggan was akin to a fiend god descending. 

A simple starting stance was actually utilized to such a miraculous realm by him. One could see that 

Zhao Chenggan’s comprehension towards the path of the spear had already reached an extremely 

profound realm. 

If his conjectures were correct, the true intent that Zhao Chenggan comprehended was precisely related 

to the spear. 

Ye Yuan knew the terror of this spear and would obviously not slight it. 

Only to see him pointing to the skies with his sword, his figure transforming into nine figures. It was 

precisely the Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword Art: Nine Swords Stance! 

Ye Yuan had already not used the Nine Swords Stance for a long time. Compared to the Thousand 

Flowing Petals, its power was indeed slightly weaker. 

But the Nine Swords Stance also had merits that the Thousand Flowing Petals could not match up to, 

and that was hard to capture movement technique as well as powerful singular offensive might! 

The Thousand Flowing Petals was the sort of sneaking in during the nighttime without making any 

sound, while the Nine Swords Stance was that sort of explosive style powerful! 

Furthermore, with Ye Yuan’s comprehension of the supreme true intent growing deeper by the day, his 

application of the Nine Swords Stance had a new addition. 

Not only was the Nine Swords Stance not eliminated, but it also became another one of Ye Yuan’s killing 

move instead! 

And today, the Nine Swords Stance saw the light of day yet again! 

"Tyrant Martial Howling Cloud Spear! Spear! Shadow! Carnage!" Zhao Chenggan enunciated each word. 

"Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword Art: Nine Swords Stance!" At practically the same instant, Ye Yuan’s 

also uttered nonchalantly. 

The next moment, a shocking scene which left everyone staring with their mouths agape happened! 



On the stage, there were spear shadows and sword lights everywhere, leaving everyone unable to feast 

their eyes fully on it! 

Zhao Chenggan’s spear shadows were grand and boundless, overwhelming power and might! 

Ye Yuan’s sword lights dotted the skies like stars, being all-pervasive! 

Spear shadows and sword lights continuously clashed in the air, dissipating. They were colliding and 

dispersing continuously. 

The spear shadows and sword lights each occupied half of the platform. For a time, it was actually 

evenly-matched! 

"S-So strong! Is this the strength of pinnacle geniuses . . . ? Seriously too strong! In one breath, how 

many swords and spears do they want to unleash?!" 

"Seventh Prince’s spear shadows, if anybody else were standing on the stage, they would probably have 

countless holes pierced through already, right? Also, Ji Qing’s sword lights, what kind of martial 

technique is this? To actually release sword lights with nine phantom images at the same time. Could it 

be that these nine phantasms are all real bodies . . ." 

"Actually, from a certain degree, Ji Qing has already won! He’s a full major realm lower than His 

Highness, the Seventh Prince, and he actually fought to a draw with His Highness, the Seventh Prince. 

This shows that in terms of concepts comprehension, Ji Qing surpassed His Highness far too much! 

However . . . His Highness, the Seventh Prince, already comprehended true intent. What on earth did he, 

Ji Qing, comprehend?" 

Ye Yuan’s performance already completely surpassed everyone’s understanding. 

Martial artists who comprehended true intent were invincible existences among those of the same 

generation! Unless the opponent likewise comprehended true intent, otherwise, one would only get 

mauled. 

All along, it had only been Zhao Chenggan leaping ranks to challenge others. But today, he was forced to 

such an extent by Ye Yuan with Half-Step Sea Transformation Realm strength. 

Indeed, from a certain degree, he was already utterly defeated. 

Except that the result from a fight was never something that can be determined with certainty. The 

strong would not possibly pity the weak either. Once they stepped onto the stage, one would only see 

the outcome and not look at the process. 

The advantage of Zhao Chenggan’s realm was reflected very quickly. He launched spear after spear 

wildly, squandering his essence energy. 

The balance on the stage was broken, only to see those power spear shadows gradually overshadow the 

sword lights! 

Zhao Chenggan actually became more valiant as he fought. The unleashing of spears became 

increasingly faster too! 



The spear shadows continuously engulfed the sword lights, gradually reducing Ye Yuan’s boundary! 

Seeing this scene, Xiao Ruyan was practically on the verge of suffocating. Her fingernails already sunk 

deep into the flesh, cutting into her palm. But she was oblivious. 

Very soon, spear shadows occupied the greater half of the platform. Ye Yuan’s defense radius only had 

an extremely small piece left! 

Everyone held their breaths. Once the spear shadows breached the sword lights, Ye Yuan’s outcome 

would be being impaled by spear shadows! 

"Mustn’t have anything happen! Mus . . ." Xiao Ruyan’s tears failed to live up to her expectations and 

flowed down once more. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 429: Nine Swords Return to One, Half-Moon Slash! 

On a corner tower at the far end of the plaza, two slightly aged silhouettes were currently watching the 

great battle on the stage. 

One person was poised and elegant, possessing a remarkable aura of kings. It was actually a peak Divine 

Traversing Realm martial artist! 

The other person’s strength was slightly inferior, but he also had middle-stage Divine Traversing Realm 

strength! 

Such characters naturally had exceedingly high statuses in the capital. 

If a character like Xiao Changfeng were present, they would surely be able to recognize that these two 

people were precisely two characters who could summon wind and call rain in the capital: Shangguan 

Family’s Family Head, Shangguan Wenrui, and the Xue Family’s Family Head, Xue Hongfei! 

"Hong Fei, what are your thoughts?" Shangguan Wenrui opened his mouth to ask as his gaze was staring 

intently at the spear shadows and sword lights in the distance. 

"Zhao Chenggan’s strength grows with each passing day. He’s already much stronger compared to the 

last time he publically made a move!" Xue Hongfei said. 

"I’m not asking about that. Ji Qing possesses the Origin Spirit Nine Transformations. Don’t you have any 

thoughts at all?" Shangguan Wenrui said coolly. 

Xue Hongfei sighed lightly and said, "I was also taken aback from shock when I saw earlier. But . . . this 

shouldn’t have been stolen from the Xue Family. Ji Qing’s attainments in the Origin Spirit Nine 

Transformations are even greater than mine! This disciple that Star Abyss took in is simply powerful until 

it makes people despair!" 

Shangguan Wenrui shot a nonchalant glance at Xue Honfei and said, "I heard that a young man from the 

Endless World infiltrated into the capital. And this young man once killed the Lan Family Tribe’s middle-

stage Sea Transformation Realm martial artist in the Level 5 gale region with First Level Crystal 

Formation Realm strength!" 
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Xue Hongfei’s expression froze briefly. "You mean that . . . Ji Qing is that youth? Impossible! I also 

suspected this matter before. But the news from the Xiao Family says that Xiao Changfeng tested Ji 

Qing’s divine soul before. He’s indeed somebody from the Fierce Gale World!" 

"I naturally know that. But don’t you feel that this young man is very fishy? In our Fierce Gale World, 

other than the Wind Emperor, who else can groom such a monstrous genius?" Shangguan Wenrui said 

coolly. 

"This . . ." Xue Hongfei thought carefully. There really was something not quite right. 

Xue Hongfei pondered for a moment and seemed to have thought of something. He startled awake 

abruptly and looked at Shangguan Wenrui in disbelief. 

Shangguan Wenrui gave a faint smile and knew that Xue Hongfei understood his meaning. 

"Brother Wenrui is far-sighted, not what Hongfei can match up to!" 

Shangguan Wenrui said with a smile, "Zhao Tianyin has reigned for many years and is no longer far from 

ascending to the Divine Realm. The battle for the next Wind Emperor has already gradually surfaced. 

There is bound to be a fight between a dragon and a tiger between Yun-er and Zhao Chenggan. 

However, this suddenly emerged Ji Qing thoroughly upset the initially stalemated situation! If today, he . 

. ." 

Xue Hongfei took a look at the intense fighting in the distance. Ye Yuan’s situation was already in 

imminent danger. 

"However . . . this situation currently, it’s probably very hard for Ji Qing to be ascertained of victory, 

right?" 

"Hur hur, maybe not!" 

. . . . . . 

Spear shadows which blotted out the sky and earth repressed Ye Yuan’s nine figures into a very tiny 

radius area. 

Currently, Ye Yuan was akin to a small boat hanging by a thread in the ocean, possibly overturned by the 

tides and winds at any moment. 

But Ye Yuan’s sword lights were still not the slightest bit slow! 

Sword light versus spear shadow was at a disadvantage initially. 

The sword emphasized grace and agility, while the spear stressed on momentum akin to 30 thousand 

catties. 

Plus, Ye Yuan’s realm was not the same with Zhao Chenggan’s. Him being suppressed was also 

something very normal. 

"Haha! I’ll see how you will hide! Go and die!" Zhao Chenggan was unbelievably excited right now. 

As long as he broke Ye Yuan’s sword lights, he was dead for sure! 



While talking, Zhao Chenggan mustered essence energy even more feverishly. The spear shadows 

became even more frenzied! 

Just a little bit more and Ye Yuan’s sword lights were about to be broken. However, Ye Yuan was still 

expressionless, as if he was oblivious to the danger. 

The defense circle became increasingly smaller, tinier and tinier. 

Finally, those countless spear shadows finally broke the limits, stabbing ruthlessly towards Ye Yuan’s 

nine figures! 

"Ahh!" 

Many people gave a shocked exclamation as if seeing the outcome of Ye Yuan staining the stage in 

blood. 

Right at the critical moment, a dazzling light suddenly blasted out from the spear shadows! 

"Nine Swords Return to One, Half-Moon Slash!" Ye Yuan’s voice rang out faintly as if giving that streak of 

light an enormous power. 

The spear shadows which filled the skies actually could not inch forward anymore! 

Those overwhelmingly powerful spear shadows actually gradually subsided under this streak of light! 

Chi! 

A half-moon shaped sword light sweeping along with tremendous amounts of energy disperse those 

innumerable spear shadows. 

And not only did the charging momentum of the sword light not diminish, but it also became 

increasingly faster instead! 

Seeing this scene, Zhao Chenggan’s expression changed dramatically. 

How could he still live if he was slashed by this gigantic half-moon shaped sword light? 

In a panic, how could Zhao Chenggan still be bothered with displaying Spear Shadow Carnage? He 

hurriedly pulled back his spear and moved sideways! 

The sword light swept past his body with a whoosh. That threatening sword qi shredded Zhao 

Chenggan’s protective essence energy into tattered bits. 

It was also that Zhao Chenggan’s reaction was fast enough. Otherwise, he would be split into two parts 

right now already! 

Looking at the ground again, the platform already had a deep ravine slashed into it by this colossal half-

moon shaped sword light with scattered pieces of rock everywhere, looking very horrific. 

Below the platform, it was dead quiet, as if they were hit by an immobility talisman. 

Zhao Chenggan’s body was stinging with fiery pain. Although that sword qi was unable to harm his 

foundation, it gave him considerable wounds. 



Each injury was reminding him that he had just brushed past the god of death. 

Zhao Chenggan was looking at Ye Yuan rather blankly, somewhat befuddled by the current situation. 

He clearly had victory in grasp already. Why did the situation suddenly had a 180-degree turnabout, 

hitting him from heaven to hell all at once? 

"Hey, did you see what happened just now clearly?" 

"D-Didn’t see clearly. My eyes were freaking blinded!" 

"This . . . Was this a freaking skill released by a Crystal Formation Realm martial artist? I think that this 

skill, even if Soul Sea Realm powerhouses were standing opposite, the person would also be cleaved into 

two halves, right?" 

After a long time, waves of commotions and exclamations sounded from below the platform. 

The shock that this attack dealt him was too intense! 

"Haha! Leaving no route for escape so that one would fight desperately to win! This absolute strike back 

is too beautiful!" Shangguan Wenrui praised. 

"Accumulating momentum with the sword, flourishing with extreme decline! This boy is truly 

monstrous! This path of amassing momentum is patented by spear users. But, it was unleashed by Ye 

Yuan! This slap is really resounding!" Xue Hongfei sighed with admiration. 

"If this child is really an Endless World native, he would truly be our Fierce Gale World’s calamitous 

disaster! No matter what, this child can’t be kept!" Shangguan Wenrui suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan looked at the Zhao Chenggan who was still suffering from shock and said with a faint smile, 

"Ran pretty quick, eh? This move today, consider it as teaching you for free of charge. When you go 

back, you got to comprehend it well!" 

Even if Zhao Chenggan’s face was thick, he was flushing with shame currently. 

He naturally understood what Ye Yuan was talking about. This slap was really resounding in his ears! 

Ye Yuan’s Half-Moon Slash was actually born from that final attack when facing off against Tian Yu. Ye 

Yuan fused it into the Nine Swords Stance. 

But if he unleashed this attack right from the start, its power would be far from as powerful as right 

now. 

The process of sword light clashing against spear shadows was actually the process of Ye Yuan 

accumulating momentum all along. 

Only after waiting until the sword light was broken and Ye Yuan released all of the amassed sword 

intent, was there such a matchlessly powerful attack! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 430: Certain Death? 

Zhao Chenggan’s face turned red. He wanted to refute but did not know where to begin. 
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The most important thing about using a spear was accumulating momentum. How could he possibly not 

know? 

Spear Shadow Carnage, the power of this move was extremely great. His starting stance was actually 

accumulating momentum. 

Yet, it was precisely because this move was extremely powerful that when Zhao Chenggan wanted to 

merged these innumerable spear ’momentums’ into the final spear, he could not do it no matter what. 

But something that he, this spear playing user, could not do, Ye Yuan who used a sword did it. This could 

not be said to not be a kind of irony. 

This match today undoubtedly gave Zhao Chenggan a genuine battle with immense referencing value. 

As long as he went back to study it in detail, perhaps he might really be able to fuse the accumulated 

momentum into Spear Shadow Carnage one day. 

"Ji Qing, don’t you get cocky! Our fight has only just begun! Just now . . . was only merely a warmup!" 

Zhao Chenggan said with a black face. Clearly, he was truly enraged this time. 

"Haha, of course I know that it’s only starting now. Earlier, I let you dodge that move. Next time . . . 

there won’t be such good luck," Ye Yuan said with a faint smile. 

"Humph! That’s also what I want to say to you!" Zhao Chenggan said with a cold snort. 

This exchange made everyone became speechless. 

"That . . . That was just a warmup? If they really fought, wouldn’t it tear down this entire plaza?" 

"The might of geniuses is indeed not what the likes of us can make wild guesses about. Similarly, a Sea 

Transformation Realm martial artist, a hundred of me added together is not Seventh Prince’s match 

either." 

"Most importantly, a hundred of you added up is not even as powerful as that one Seventh Level Crystal 

Formation Realm!" 

"He’s a monster. I really want to see where his limits lie!" 

Ye Yuan’s potential was seemingly limitless. Each time you thought that this was his limit, he would 

break through his limits again the next fight, reaching a brand new height. 

Now, the surrounding spectators were long unconcerned about who would win and who would lose and 

was also indifferent to who Xiao Ruyan would marry in the end. 

What they were most concerned with was just what extent Ye Yuan could perform to! 

Could Ye Yuan defeat the number one expert, Zhao Chenggang, and replace him to become the Fierce 

Gale World’s rookie king?! 

In the foreseeable future, as long as Ye Yuan did not die today, the future position of Wind Emperor was 

his for sure! 

. . . . . . 



Under everyone’s eyes, Zhao Chenggan pointed his spear at Ye Yuan again! 

This time, he actually raised his spear with one hand over his head, while the other hand with his fingers 

as swords, pointing them at Ye Yuan! 

Very soon, an abnormal atmosphere started to undulate out. 

Everybody had yet to recover from Ye Yuan’s attack earlier. But at this time, was forcefully pulled back 

to reality by this sort of peculiar atmosphere. 

Zhao Chenggan stood there like a statue without moving a hint for a long time. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly. Regarding Zhao Chenggan’s next attack, he instinctively felt out of 

the ordinary. 

Not just Ye Yuan, practically all the martial artists at the plaza could feel it! 

"What martial technique is this? Why does it make me feel like the air is about to solidify? Wasn’t His 

Highness, the Seventh Prince’s strongest move Spear Shadow Carnage? What martial technique is this?" 

"Are you a pig? How long has it already been since Seventh Prince used martial techniques in front of 

everyone? Such a long time, did you think that His Highness, the Seventh Prince, would remain marching 

on the spot?" 

"Yeah! Most likely, between Shangguan Lingyun and Seventh Prince, they are unaware of each other’s 

depths now. But without question, these two person’s strength is unfathomable right now!" 

In the plaza, martial artists with slightly weaker strength all felt that breathing was rather difficult. But 

that terror in their hearts could not be repressed no matter what. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan suddenly vanished from where he stood! 

Zhao Chenggan’s body which had not moved for a long while finally moved slightly. 

Only to see his upper body rotate slightly, but his sword finger turned to another position. 

The next instant, Ye Yuan’s figure appeared again, and Zhao Chenggan’s spear and sword finger were 

still pointing at Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan’s brows knitted together once more. 

This probing action earlier finally let Ye Yuan confirm that he was totally locked on by Zhao Chenggan! 

"Big Brother, what is this move of His Highness’s? Why does it give people such a repressing feeling?" 

Shangguan Lingxue’s brows were also tightly locked. Evidently, she felt rather uncomfortable too. 

Shangguan Lingyun’s expression was solemn as he said, "The last time I fought with him was already a 

matter of three years ago! Looks like these three years, he wasn’t idling either! Ji Qing is in danger!" 

"What?" Shangguan Lingxue exclaimed in shock. "How can you be so certain? Ji Qing he is so strong. He 

can’t possibly be in trouble, right?" 



Shangguan Lingyun shook his head and said, "If Ji Qing had Sea Transformation Realm strength, even if it 

was only First Level Sea Transformation Realm, breaking this move isn’t hard. But sadly, even after using 

Origin Spirit Nine Transformations, he only has a strength at the half-step Sea Transformation Realm." 

"Why is this so? I feel that realm doesn’t seem to be that important to Ji Qing! Half-step Sea 

Transformation and Sea Transformation Realm might perhaps be a huge difference to others, but to Ji 

Qing, it doesn’t seem to make any difference, right?’ Shangguan Lingxue asked in puzzlement. 

Shangguan Linyun shook his head again. "The more so for showdowns between experts, the more 

important realm is! Zhao Chenggan and my realm have always been more or less the same. Neither 

shook the other off. Don’t you find that strange?" 

Only with Shangguan Lingyun saying that did Shangguan Lingxue felt rather odd. 

Although these two people’s strength were well-matched, it could not be that they were also walking 

together in terms of cultivation in essence energy, right? 

These few years, the two of them virtually always broke through realms at the same time! 

Recalling now, it was really quite strange. 

Shangguan Lingyun continued talking, "Martial artists’ realm is external. Everyone can see at a glance, 

and it simply can’t be concealed. But comprehension towards concepts is internal. Each day that we 

don’t face off, I’ll not know how much he comprehended. But I can confirm that even if there a gap 

between the two of us, it’s only just between millimeters too. Hence, the two of us would have a mutual 

understanding to maintain a similar realm. We all know that once one side’s breakthrough speeds up, 

the other side will also risk his life to breakthrough. Because as long as one side breaks through first, the 

other wouldn’t be a match at all!" 

"But even though Ji Qing’s realm isn’t high, he still hold the advantage earlier!" Shangguan Lingxue said 

uncertainly. 

Shangguan Lingyun said with a sigh, "Between Ji Qing and Zhao Chenggan, it is not as balanced as 

between Zhao Chenggan and me. The reason why Ji Qing can persist until now is by relying entirely on 

his concepts comprehension, which is a cut above the rest! And his greatest shortfall is his realm!" 

Pausing for a moment, Shangguan Lingyun continued again, "Just now, Ji Qing already probed Zhao 

Chenggan. He’s unable to shake off Zhao Chenggan’s vital energy lock-on! With Ye Yuan’s concepts 

comprehension, as long as he has a Sea Transformation Realm strength, he can absolutely get rid of 

Zhao Chenggan’s lock-on! But now . . . he must forcefully resist this blow from Zhao Chenggan head-on! 

And forcefully withstanding this attack face on, even I will die for sure!" 

"What? Even you’ll die for sure too? This . . . How is this possible?" Shangguan Lingxue turned pale with 

fright. 

Even the Shangguan Lingyun who was ranked equally with Zhao Chenggan said that it was a certain 

death. Just how horrifying was the power of this attack?! 


